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From technology to people an
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Conveergence is a current
c
themee in Informattion
Technnology (IT), and you’re innvolved, thouugh
you’ree probably not even aware of it.
Technnology conveergence includdes cell phonnes,
personnal digital asssistances (PD
DAs), and tabllets
that combine voicee, data, videoo, messaging and
a
accesss to variouss other appllications. Otther
exampples include storage
s
and networks
n
(Figgure
1) thaat have conv
verged over the
t past decaade
into storage
s
area networks
n
(SA
ANs and uniffied
or multi-protocol
m
storage sollutions such as
those employing cloud andd virtualizattion
technoologies.

Buildinng from the example
e
of a network corre
switch, there are tw
wo things to consider.
c
Firsst,
witch is beinng managed as a box as
a
the sw
opposedd to a resouurce. Secondd, that box is
being managed
m
as either
e
a LAN device by thhe
networkking group or
o as a SAN device by thhe
server or storage group.
g
Some organizationns
have taaken an intermediate sttep of havinng
combinned groups managing connectivitty
devicess; however, they aree often stiill
approacched from either a LA
AN or SAN
N
perspecctive or philossophy.

Figuree 1 - I/O and networking convergence
c
Beyonnd the idea of combbining multiiple
functiions into a single
s
producct, the businness
objecttive and valu
ue propositioon of convergged
technoology inclu
udes reducinng complexxity
resultting in lower costs whhile, hopefuully,
boostiing productiv
vity and thus profitability.
p
In som
me cases conv
vergence cann address easee of
acquisition or prod
duct selectionn while in othhers
it’s doing
d
more with
w
less, streetching budgets,
consoolidating or enabling new
w functionallity.
Anothher consideraation before a convergennce
technoology is dep
ployed is how
w organizatioonal
processes, best practices
p
annd staffing are
aligneed to support a given technnology.
For some organ
nizations thhe journey to
conveergence is weell underway while for othhers
the technology may be inn motion but
leveraaging it to itss full potentiaal still a distannce
goal. For example a convergedd network swiitch
is insstalled but is still being used
u
as eitheer a
LAN or SAN box managedd by either the
netwoork or storagee group.

The barrier to leveragingg convergeed
technollogies is noot necessarilyy the people,
rather organizationnal boundariees, processes,
proceduures and policies.
p
Ceertainly staff
personaal preferencees and expeeriences are a
factor to
t consider. For
F example, someone whho
has alw
ways worked with networrking or LAN
N
would be expectedd to see thinngs differentlly
than someone with
w
server or storagge
backgroound. Similarrly, someone with an opeen
systemss server and storage backkground mighht
see and approach things diffeerently than a
mainfraame experiencced person.
While these discusssions or, inn some cases,
conflictts can oftenn revolve aroound physicaal
cables,
boxes,
managem
ment
toolls,
configuurations or otther tangible items, the reaal
issue can
c be controol. Another contributor to
t
barrierss is the orrganizational structure or
o
politicss of technologgy as a result of who reporrts
to whom
m or whose budget
b
is usedd.
The neet result is thhat a converrged device, a
networkk switch, coonverged nettwork adapteer
(CNA),, managemennt tools, serveer, storage annd
other resources
r
to support clouud and virtuaal
environnments are deployed as vertical or
o
functionn specific teechnology. For
F example a
switch or adapter might
m
be used for LAN or
o
SAN buut not both.
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Business and technology benefits of converged I/O networking infrastructures

What can be done?
It’s necessary to look beyond the cable or box
and identify what organizational processes as
well as technology culture barriers can be
changed to realize benefits of converged
technology. While it’s important to know about
the tools and technologies, it’s also important
to understand what to use when, where and
why and the associated best practices or
policies so that they do not become barriers.
In addition to preparing from a technology
standpoint, it is important to consider how
organizational structure, workflow, best
practices and processes are prepared to
leverage the next step in convergence
networking technologies. This means getting
LAN and SAN as well as server people
together to generate awareness of each other’s
respective wants and requirements while
identifying common ground or objectives and
areas that require remediation.
Leveraging converged technology means
managing resources differently. Instead of
managing the physical box, cable or adapter,
move to managing the processes, protocols,
procedures and policies that support respective
technology domain areas as well as those that
are converged. Moving to a converged
infrastructure for cloud, virtual or physical
environments means converged or unified
management. Hybrid teams made up of
professionals with server, storage, networking
hardware and software experiences working
together can identity existing process or
procedural bottlenecks.

Instead of debating about who owns the cable
or what the best cable is, converged
management groups need to move beyond the
physical to the logical and abstracted view.
Who owns the protocols and associated
processes as well as how are common
technologies managed for effective service
delivery? Think in terms of how workflows can
be streamlined by leveraging the best of and
experiences of different technology groups.

Strategies and Recommendations
The initial deployment of converged
networking solutions may initially be in a
coexistent mode where, essentially, it is used
for traditional LAN or SAN box type
functionality. The next step would be to
leverage the converged capabilities, moving
beyond the box with the technology as well as
from an organization management approach.
Break down organizational barriers to enable
cross technology domain and end to end (E2E)
management by establishing virtual teams.
Over time, different groups should learn why
their counterparts think and do things a certain
way. By working as virtual teams in support of
cloud, virtual and physical technologies, new
processes and providers as well as best
practices can be developed and deployed.

Closing comment, where to learn more
True convergence combines people, processes,
products and policies with best practices to
realize the business and technology benefits.
Read more in the various Industry Trends and
Perspective solution briefs and white paper
reports at www.storageio.com/brief. Learn more

Bottlenecks may be the result of a “that’s how about converged I/O networking along with
is been done in the past” mindset with a associated Cisco related technology tools at
particular technology area. SAN personnel cisco.com/go/unifiedfabric.
have traditionally had a focus on low latency,
trademarks are the property of their respective companies and owners. The
deterministic performance and service delivery. All
StorageIO Group makes no expressed or implied warranties in this document
LAN pros have had interoperability and relating to the use or operation of the products and techniques described herein.
The StorageIO Group in no event shall be liable for any indirect, inconsequential,
ubiquity as common tenants. SAN people think special, incidental or other damages arising out of or associated with any aspect of
document, its use, reliance upon the information, recommendations, or
in terms of block or files while LAN people this
inadvertent errors contained herein. Information, opinions and recommendations
thing in terms of TCP/IP and associated made by the StorageIO Group are based upon public information believed to be
accurate, reliable, and subject to change. This industry trends and perspective
technologies.
solution brief is compliments of Cisco. www.cisco.com
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